College Works Painting Reference Letter
Barbara and Larry Porush
3141 West Adirondack Court
Westlake Village, CA 91362
I first want to acknowledge and compliment the professionalism that was demonstrated
by the entire crew, from the initial sales call on to be actual painting and completion of
the job. We found the College Works team to extremely focused on customer
satisfaction and in doing whatever was required to complete the project with a satisfied
and referenceable customer.
Barbara and Larry Porush
3141 West Adirondack Court
Westlake Village, CA 91362
This letter is in reference to the job that College Works did in painting our home.
I first want to acknowledge and compliment the professionalism that was demonstrated
by the entire crew, from the initial sales call on to be actual painting and completion of
the job. We found the College Works team to extremely focused on customer
satisfaction and in doing whatever was required to complete the project with a satisfied
and referenceable customer. Obviously that is what we are. Both Mile Malchicoff and
his painting crew were flexible in scheduling, willing to work until dark and very
approachable with additional requests for touch up and detail.
The painting job itself is top notch. The initial painting was of a high quality and the
final touch up required was minimal. The crew was great about cleaning up after
themselves and leaving the house and yard in the condition that it started.
We have used more experienced painters and contractors in the pest, often finding them
to be inflexible, generally running behind schedule and difficult get to complete that
final piece because they’ve moved on to the next job. This was not the case with College
Works. Our satisfaction was clearly their top priority and we felt that our business was
valued.
Without hesitation, I would recommend College Works to anyone looking for a painting
contractor.
Larry Porush

